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1 Introduction

Cognitive radios have recently emerged as a prime candidates for exploiting
the increasingly flexible licensing of wireless spectrum. Regulatory bodies have
come to realize that most of the time, large portions of certain licensed fre-
quency bands remain empty [17]. To remedy this, legislators are easing the
way frequency bands are licensed and used. In particular, new regulations
would allow for devices which are able to sense and adapt to their spectral en-
vironment, such as cognitive radios, to become secondary users. 4 Such users
are wireless devices that opportunistically employ the spectrum already li-
censed to primary users. Primary users generally associate with the primary
spectral license holder, and thus have a higher priority right to the spectrum.

The intuitive goal behind secondary spectrum licensing is to increase the
spectral efficiency of the network, while, depending on the type of licensing,
not affecting higher priority users. The exact regulations governing secondary
spectrum licensing are still being formulated [18], but it is clear that networks
consisting of heterogeneous devices, both in terms of physical capabilities and
in the right to the spectrum, will emerge.

Among the many questions that remain to be answered about cognitive
networks, is that of the fundamental limits of possible communication. Al-
though this may be defined in various ways, information theory is an ideal
tool and approach from which to explore the underlying, implementation-
independent limits of such heterogeneous networks. In this chapter, we will

4 In this chapter, we will use the terms secondary user and cognitive user inter-
changeably. Cognitive radio will be clearly defined in section 1.2, and can be
thought of as “smart” radios which are able to adapt to their environment for
now.
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outline the current state of the art in information theoretic analysis of cogni-
tive systems.

1.1 Secondary Spectrum Licensing

The emergence of the FCC’s Secondary Markets Initiative (SMI, [18]) was
brought on by both the obvious desire for spectral efficiency, as well as empir-
ical measurements showing that most of the time certain licensed frequency
bands remain unused. The goal of the SMI is to remove unnecessary regulatory
barriers to new secondary market oriented policies such as:

• Spectrum leasing, which allows non-licensed users to lease any part, or
all of the spectrum from the licensed user.

• Dynamic spectrum leasing, which is a temporary and opportunistic
usage of spectrum rather than a longer-term sub-lease.

• Private commons, whereby a licensee could allow non-licensed users
access to his/her spectrum without a contract, optionally with an access
fee.

• Interruptible spectrum leasing, which would be suitable for a lessor
that wants a high level of assurance that any spectrum temporarily in use,
or leased, to an incumbent cognitive radio could be efficiently reclaimed if
needed. A prime example would be the leasing of the generally unoccupied
spectrum alloted to the US government or local enforcement agencies,
which in times of emergency could be quickly reclaimed.

Of interest in this chapter is dynamic spectrum leasing, in which some wire-
less devices opportunistically employ the spectrum rather than opt for a longer
term sub-lease. In order to exploit the spectrum, we require a device which is
able to sense the communication opportunities, and then take actions based
on the sensed information. In this chapter, such actions will include transmit-
ting (or refraining from transmitting) and adapting their modulation and/or
coding strategies so as to ‘better” employ the sensed spectral environment.
Cognitive radios are prime candidates for such actions.

1.2 Cognitive Radios and Behavior

Over the past few years, the incorporation of software into radio systems has
become increasingly common. This has allowed for faster upgrades, and has
given these wireless communication devices the ability to transmit and receive
using a variety of protocols and modulation schemes (enabled by reconfig-
urable software rather than hardware). Furthermore, as their name suggests,
such radios can even become “cognitive”, and, as dictated by the software,
adapt their behavior to their wireless surroundings without user intervention.
According to the FCC software defined radios (SDR) encompasses any “radio
that includes a transmitter in which operating parameters such as frequency
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range, modulation type or maximum output power can be altered by software
without making any changes to hardware components that affect the radio
frequency emissions.” Mitola [37] took the definition of an SDR one step fur-
ther, and envisioned a radio which could make decisions as to the network,
modulation and/or coding parameters based on its surroundings, and called
such a “smart” radio a cognitive radio. Such radios could even make decisions
based on the availability of nearby collaborative nodes, or on the regulations
dictated by their current location and spectral conditions.

The spectral conditions sensed by the cognitive radio may be utilized in
any number of ways. In this chapter, we consider and survey the information
theoretic results on three main categories of cognitive behavior:

1. Interference mitigating cognitive behavior: This behavior allows
two users to simultaneously transmit over the same time or frequency
band(s). Under this scheme, a cognitive radio will listen to the channel
and, if sensed idle, could transmit during the void, not worrying about
interference to the primary user (who is not transmitting). On the other
hand, if another sender is sensed, the radio may decide to proceed with
simultaneous transmission. The cognitive radio need not wait for an idle
channel to start transmission. There will be interference between the pri-
mary and secondary users, but as we will show, this could potentially be
mitigated. Here, the sensed information is fully utilized as side informa-
tion, which will be the main aid in interference mitigation.

2. Collaborative behavior (interference-free cognitive behavior):
When cognitive devices exist in a network but have no information of
their own to transmit, they could potentially act as relays, and collabo-
rate with the primary users. Rather than cause interference to the primary
link, they boost it. Neglecting any other possibly active cognitive clusters
[15], this system is interference-free. Incentives for cognitive radios to col-
laborate with primary users is beyond the scope of this chapter, but must
also be considered. Here the sensing capability of the cognitive radio is
used to obtain the message of the primary user, in order to relay it.

3. Interference avoiding cognitive behavior: In current FCC proposals
on opportunistic channel usage, the cognitive radio listens to the wireless
channel and determines, either in time or frequency, which part of the
spectrum is unused [17]. It then adapts its signal to fill this void in the
spectral domain, by either transmitting at a different time, or in a different
band. A device transmits over a certain time and/or frequency band only
when no other user does, thus avoiding interference, rather than mitigating
it. Such behavior employs the sensing capability to determine a suitable
moment, protocol, and band to transmit in.

1.3 Chapter Outline

The chapter is structured as follows. In section 2 we look at interference-
mitigating cognitive behavior, where a prime example is the cognitive radio
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channel. We outline strategies and their resulting achievable rate regions (for
general discrete memoryless cognitive radio channels [14, 12]) and capacity
regions (for Gaussian cognitive radio channels [31]). We also demonstrate ap-
plicable and related results on interference channels with degraded message
sets [47] and interference channels with unidirectional cooperation [27]. In
section 3 we demonstrate that the multiplexing gain of the cognitive radio
channel is 1. This somewhat pessimistic result motivates the definition of
the cognitive X-channel in section 4. We study an achievable rate region for
this channel before demonstrating that it achieves a multiplexing gain of 2 in
section 5. In section 6 the limits of collaborative communications [38] are ex-
amined. There, the cognitive radio serves as a relay, and many of the previous
idealistic assumptions often encountered in the relay channel literature are
removed in establishing achievable rate regions. In section 7 we take a look at
the capacity limits of interference-avoiding cognitive behavior. The problem
of tracking and matching the cognitive transmitter and receiver channels in
a distributed and dynamic spectral environment is posed, and capacity inner
and outer bounds are examined.

2 Interference-mitigating Cognitive Behavior: the

Cognitive Radio Channel

We start our discussion by looking at the simplest possible scenario in which a
cognitive radio could be employed. We assume there exists a primary transmit-
ter and receiver pair (S1 → R1), as well as the cognitive secondary transmitter
and receiver pair (S2 → R2). As shown in Fig.1.1, there are three possibili-
ties for transmitter cooperation in these two point-to-point channels. We have
chosen to focus on transmitter cooperation because such cooperation is often
more insightful and general than receiver-side cooperation [29, 11]. We thus
assume that each receiver decodes independently. Transmitter cooperation in
this figure is denoted by a directed double line. These three channels are sim-
ple examples of the cognitive decomposition of wireless networks seen in [15].
The three possible types of transmitter cooperation in this simplified scenario
are:

1. Competitive behavior: The two transmitters transmit independent
messages. There is no cooperation in sending the messages, and thus the
two users compete for the channel. This is the same channel as the 2
sender, 2 receiver interference channel [5].

2. Cognitive behavior: Asymmetric cooperation is possible between the
transmitters. This asymmetric cooperation is a result of S2 knowing S1’s
message, but not vice-versa. As a first step, we idealize the concept of
message knowledge: whenever the cognitive node S2 is able to hear and
decode the message of the primary node S1, we assume it has full a-priori
knowledge. We call this the genie assumption, as these messages could
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Fig. 1.1. (a) Competitive behavior, the interference channel. The transmitters may
not cooperate. (b) Cognitive behavior, the cognitive radio channel. Asymmetric
transmitter cooperation. (c) Cooperative behavior, the two antenna broadcast chan-
nel. The transmitters, but not the receivers, may fully and symmetrically cooperate.

have been given to the appropriate transmitters by a genie. The one way
double arrow indicates that S2 knows S1’s message but not vice versa.
This is the simplest form of asymmetric non-causal cooperation at the
transmitters. We use the term cognitive behavior to emphasize the need
for S2 to be a “smart” device capable of altering its transmission strategy
according to the message of the primary user. We can motivate considering
asymmetric side information in practice in three ways:
• Depending on the device capabilities, as well as the geometry and

channel gains between the various nodes, certain cognitive nodes may
be able to hear and/or obtain the messages to be transmitted by other
nodes. These messages would need to be obtained in real time, and
could exploit the geometric gains between cooperating transmitters
relative to receivers in, for example, a 2 phase protocol [14].

• In an Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) system, a cognitive transmit-
ter, under suitable channel conditions (if it has a better channel to the
primary transmitting node than the primary receiver), could decode
the primary user’s transmitted message during an initial transmission
attempt. In the event that the primary receiver was not able to cor-
rectly decode the message, and it must be re-transmitted, the cognitive
user would already have the to-be-transmitted message, or asymmetric
side information, at no extra cost (in terms of overhead in obtaining
the message).

• The authors in [47] consider a network of wireless sensors in which
a sensor S2 has a better sensing capability than another sensor S1

and thus is able to sense two events, while S1 is only able to sense
one. Thus, when they wish to transmit, they must do so under an
asymmetric side-information assumption: sensor S2 has two messages,
and the other has just one.

3. Cooperative behavior: The two transmitters know each others’ mes-
sages (two way double arrows) and can thus fully and symmetrically co-
operate in their transmission. The channel pictured in Fig.1.1 (c) may be
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thought of as a two antenna sender, two single antenna receivers broadcast
channel [44].

Many of the classical, well known information theoretic channels fall into
the categories of competitive and cooperative behavior. For more details, we
refer the interested reader to the cognitive network decomposition theorem of
[15] and [12]. We now turn to the much less studied behavior which spans and
in a sense interpolates between the symmetric cooperative and competitive be-
haviors. We call this behavior asymmetric cognitive behavior. In this section
we will consider one example of cognitive behavior: a two sender, two receiver
(with two independent messages) interference channel with asymmetric and a
priori message knowledge at one of the transmitters, as shown in Fig.1.1(b).
Certain asymmetric (in transmitter cooperation) channels have been consid-
ered in the literature: for example in [43], the capacity region of a multiple
access channel with asymmetric cooperation between the two transmitters is
computed. The authors in [27] consider a channel which could involve asym-
metric transmitter cooperation, and explore the conditions under which the
capacity of this channel coincides with the capacity of the channel in which
both messages are decoded at both receivers. In [13, 12] the authors introduced
the cognitive radio channel, which captures the most basic form of asymmetric
transmitter cooperation for the interference channel. We now study the infor-
mation theoretic limits of interference channels with asymmetric transmitter
cooperation, or cognitive radio channels.

Our survey on the work on the 2 sender, 2 receiver channel with asymmet-
ric cooperation at the transmitters will proceed as follows. First we will define
and demonstrate an achievable rate region for the case of two independent
messages for the discrete memoryless cognitive radio channel. This will be
followed by the results of [31], who, under certain channel conditions, find the
capacity region of the Gaussian interference channel with degraded message
sets, a formulation equivalent to the Gaussian cognitive radio channel. We
then consider the work of [47] on the general discrete memoryless interference
channel with degraded message sets. In particular, they look for conditions
under which the derived achievable rate regions are tight. In the Gaussian
noise case, their result explicitly equals that of [31]. We then look at the work
of [27] on the interference channel with unidirectional cooperation, where the
capacity region of the cognitive radio channel when both messages are to be
decoded at both receivers, under certain strong interference conditions, is de-
rived. We proceed to explore the multiplexing gain of the Gaussian cognitive
radio channel, which turns out to be 1. Motivated by this result, we define
and derive an achievable rate region for the Gaussian X-channel with partial
asymmetric (or cognitive) side information at the transmitter. In this case,
the multiplexing gain turns out to be 2.
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Fig. 1.2. The modified cognitive radio channel with auxiliary random variables
M11, M12 and M21, M22, inputs X1 and X2, and outputs Y1 and Y2. The auxil-
iary random variable A11, A12 associated with S2, aids in the transmission of M11

and M12 respectively. The vectors V11, V12, V21 and V22 denote the effective random
variables encoding the transmission of the private and public messages.

2.1 Cognitive radio channel: an achievable rate region

We define a 2 × 2 genie-aided cognitive radio channel CCOG, as in Fig.1.2, to
be two point-to-point channels S1 → R1 and S2 → R2 in which the sender S2

is given, in a non-causal manner (i.e., by a genie), the message X1 which the
sender S1 will transmit. Let X1 and X2 be the random variable inputs to the
channel, and let Y1 and Y2 be the random variable outputs of the channel. The
conditional probabilities of the discrete memoryless CCOG are fully described
by P (y1|x1, x2) and P (y2|x1, x2).

In [23], an achievable region for the interference channel is found by first
considering a modified problem and then establishing a correspondence be-
tween the achievable rates of the modified and the original channel models.
We proceed in the same fashion.

The channel Cm
COG, defined as in Fig.1.2 introduces many new auxiliary

random variables, whose purposes can be made intuitively clear by relating
them to auxiliary random variables in previously studied channels. They are
defined and described in Table 1. Standard definitions of achievable rates and
regions are employed [8, 13] and omitted for brevity. Then an achievable region
for the 2 × 2 cognitive radio channel is given by:

Theorem 1. Let Z
△
=(Y1,Y2,X1,X2,V11,V12, V21, V22,W ), be as shown in

Fig.1.2. Let P be the set of distributions on Z that can be decomposed into
the form
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Table 1. Description of random variables and rates in Theorem 1.

(Random) variable names (Random) variable descriptions

M11, M22 Private information from S1 → R1 and S2 → R2 resp.
M12, M21 Public information from S1 → (R1,R2) and S2 → (R1,R2) resp.
R11, R22 Rate between S1 → R1 and S2 → R2 resp.
R12, R21 Rate between S1 → (R1,R2) and S2 → (R1,R2) resp.
A11, A12 Variables at S2 that aid in transmitting M11, M12 resp.

V11 = (M11, A11), V12 = (M12, A12) Vector helping transmit the private/public (resp.) information of S1

V21 = M21, V22 = M22 Public and private message of S2.
Also the auxiliary random variables for Gel’fand-Pinsker coding

W Time-sharing random variable, independent of messages

P (w) × [P (m11|w)P (m12|w)P (x1|m11, m12, w)]

× [P (a11|m11, w)P (a12|m12, w)]

× [P (m21|v11, v12, w)P (m22|v11, v12, w)]

× [P (x2|m21, m22, a11, a12, w)] P (y1|x1, x2)P (y2|x1, x2), (1)

where P (y1|x1, x2) and P (y2|x1, x2) are fixed by the channel. Let T1
△
=

{11, 12, 21} and T2
△
= {12, 21, 22}. For any Z ∈ P, let S(Z) be the set of

all rate tuples (R11, R12, R21, R22) (as defined in Table 1) of non-negative real
numbers such that there exist non-negative reals L11, L12, L21, L22 satisfying:

\

T⊂{11,12}

 

X

t∈T

Rt

!

≤ I(X1;MT |MT ) (2)

R11 = L11 (3)

R12 = L12 (4)

R21 ≤ L21 − I(V21; V11, V12) (5)

R22 ≤ L22 − I(V22; V11, V12) (6)

\

T⊂T1

 

X

t1∈T

Lt1

!

≤ I(Y1, VT ;VT |W ) + f(VT |W ) (7)

\

T⊂T2

 

X

t2∈T

Lt2

!

≤ I(Y2, VT ;VT |W ) + f(VT |W ), (8)

where f(vT ) denotes the divergence between the joint distribution of the ran-
dom variables VT in (1) and their product distribution (where all components
are independent). T denotes the complement of the subset T with respect to
T1 in (7), with respect to T2 in (8), and VT denotes the vector of Vi such that
i ∈ T . Let S be the closure of ∪Z∈PS(Z). Then any pair (R11+R12, R21+R22)
for which (R11, R12, R21, R22) ∈ S is achievable for CCOG.
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Proof outline: The main intuition is as follows: the equations in (2) ensure
that when S2 is presented with X1 by the genie, the auxiliary variables M11

and M12 can be recovered. Eqs. (7) and (8) correspond to the equations for
two overlapping MAC channels seen between the effective random variables
VT1

→ R1, and VT2
→ R2. Eqs. (5) and (6) are necessary for the Gel’fand-

Pinsker [21] coding scheme to work (I(V21; V11, V12) and I(V22; V11, V12) are
the penalties for using non-causal side information. The f(VT ) terms corre-
spond to the highly unlikely events of certain variables being correctly decoded
despite others being in error. Intuitively, the sender S2 could aid in transmit-
ting the message of S1 (the A11, A12 random variables) or it could dirty paper
code against the interference it will see (the M21, M22 variables). The theo-
rem smoothly interpolates between these two options. Details may be found
in [14, 12].

2.2 Achievable rates for the Gaussian Cognitive Radio Channel

The previous section proposed inner and outer bounds on the capacity of the
cognitive radio channel for discrete memoryless channels. Although the regions
can be succinctly expressed, as done in Theorem 1, because this expression
involves evaluation of the mutual information terms over all distributions of
the specified form, it is unclear what these regions look like in general (and nu-
merically intractable to try all possible input distributions). When the channel
is affected by additive white Gaussian noise, as is often done in the literature,
one can assume the input distributions to be of a certain form, and thus ob-
tain a possible achievable rate region (not necessarily the largest one). In this
section, we use this approach to arrive at the inner and outer bound regions
shown in Fig.1.3

We consider the 2 × 2 Gaussian cognitive radio channel described by the
input, noise and output relations:

Y1 = X1 + a21X2 + Z1 (9)

Y2 = a12X1 + X2 + Z2 (10)

where a12, a21 are the crossover (channel) coefficients,
Z1 ∼ N (0, Q1) and Z2 ∼ N (0, Q2) are independent AWGN terms, X1 and X2

are channel inputs constrained to to average powers P1 and P2 respectively,
and S2 is given X1 non-causally. Thus the Gaussian cognitive radio channel
is simply the cognitive radio channel, where we have specified the conditional
distributions which describe the channel, p(y1, y2|x1, x2) to be of the above
(9), (10) form. In order to determine an achievable region for the modified
Gaussian cognitive radio channel, specific forms of the random variables de-
scribed in Theorem 2 are assumed, and are analogous to the assumptions
found in [12].

The resulting achievable region, in the presence of additive white Gaussian
noise for the case of identical transmitter powers (P1 = P2) and identical
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receiver noise powers (Q1 = Q2), is presented in Figure 1.3. The ratio of
transmit power to receiver noise power is 7.78 dB. The cross-over coefficients
in the interference channel are a12 = a21 = 0.55, while the direct coefficients
are 1.

In the figure, we see 4 regions. The time-sharing region (1) displays the
result of pure time sharing of the wireless channel between users X1 and X2.
Points in this region are obtained by letting X1 transmit for a fraction of the
time, during which X2 refrains, and vice versa. The interference channel re-
gion (2) corresponds to the best known achievable region [23] of the classical
information theoretic interference channel. In this region, both senders encode
independently, and there is no a-priori message knowledge by either transmit-
ter of the other’s message. The cognitive channel region (3) is the achievable
region described here and in [12]. In this case X2 received the message of
X1 non-causally from a genie, and X2 uses a coding scheme which combines
interference mitigation with relaying the message of X1. We see that both
users – not only the incumbent X2 which has the extra message knowledge –
benefit from using this scheme. This is as expected: the selfish strategy boosts
R2 rates, while the selfless one boosts R1 rates, and so gracefully combining
the two will yield benefits to both users. Thus, the presence of the incumbent
cognitive radio X2 can be beneficial to X1, a point which is of practical signif-
icance. This could provide yet another incentive for the introduction of such
schemes.

The modified MIMO bound region (4) is an outer bound on the capacity
of this channel: the 2 antenna Gaussian broadcast channel capacity region
[44], where we have restricted the form of the transmit covariance matrix to

be of the form

(

P1 c
c P2

)

, to more closely resemble our constraints, intersected

with the capacity bound on R2 ≤ I(Y2; X2|X1) for the channel for X2 → Y2

in the absence of interference from X1. Let H1 = [1 a21] and H2 = [a12 1].
Then modified MIMO bound region is explicitly given by the set:

Convex hull {(R1, R2) :

R1 ≤ 1
2 log2

(

H1(B1+B2)HT

1
+Q1

H1B2HT

1
+Q1

)

R2 ≤ 1
2 log2

(

H2B2HT

2
+Q2

Q2

)

R2 ≤ 1
2 log2

(

1 + P2

Q2

)

⋃

R1 ≤ 1
2 log2

(

H1B1Ht

1
+Q1

Q1

)

R2 ≤ 1
2 log2

(

H2(B1+B2)H
T

2
+Q2

H2B1HT

2
+Q2

)

R2 ≤ 1
2 log2

(

1 + P2

Q2

)

for any 2x2 matrices B1, B2 such that

B1 � 0, B2 � 0

B1 + B2 �
(

P1 c
c P2

)

c2 ≤ P1P2}
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Fig. 1.3. Rate regions (R1, R2) for 2 × 2 wireless channels.

Here X � 0 denotes that the matrix X is positive semi-definite.

2.3 Further results on the cognitive radio channel

Following the introduction of the cognitive radio channel [13], [31] and [47]
considered the Gaussian cognitive radio channel, albeit under different names,
and subsequently obtained its capacity in weak interference. The authors in
[27] consider a channel which could involve asymmetric transmitter cooper-
ation, and explore the conditions under which the capacity of this channel
coincides with the capacity of the channel in which both messages are de-
coded at both receivers. We briefly review the results of these three works.

The authors of [31] consider a two sender two receiver channel which con-
sists of a primary user and a secondary, or cognitive user. Like in the cognitive
radio channel, each has its own independent message to send, and the cogni-
tive user is assumed to know, a priori, the message of the primary user. They
term their channel the interference channel with degraded message sets (IC-
DMS). This work is particularly interested in determining the maximal rate
at which the secondary cognitive user may transmit such that the primary
user’s rate remains unchanged (that is, the primary user’s rate continues to
be the same as if there were no interference), in the Gaussian noise channel.
This would correspond to a single point in the capacity region of the channel
in general. They furthermore require the primary receiver to employ a single-
user decoder, which would be the case if no cognitive user were present. In
essence, these two conditions, which they term co-existence conditions, require
the cognitive user to remain transparent to the primary user. In fact, the only
difference between the IC-DMS and the cognitive radio channel is that the IC-
DMS, and all the results pertaining to it, are only valid in the Gaussian noise
case. In addition, the co-existence conditions are not explicitly required in
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cognitive radio channel. In [31], these co-existence conditions are also relaxed
(allowing for joint codebook design between primary and secondary users),
and the authors show that the capacity achieving coding/decoding scheme
in fact satisfy these co-existence conditions, that is, that the primary user
decoder behaves as a single user decoder.

Let R1 and R2 denote the rates achieved by the primary and cognitive
users, respectively. The main results of [31] stated in their Theorems 3.1 and
4.1 are summarized in the following single theorem. Here the primary user is
expected power limited to P1, the secondary user is expected power limited
to P2, and the noises at the two receivers are Gaussian of zero mean and
variance N1 and N2 respectively. The conditions, and notation, are the same
as in the Gaussian cognitive radio channel of section 2, save the co-existence
conditions.

Theorem 2. The capacity region of the IC-DMS defined in (9), (10) is given
by the union, over all α ∈ [0, 1], of the rate regions

0 ≤ R1 ≤ 1
2 log2

(

1 + (
√

P1+a21

√
αP2)2

1+a2

21
(1−α)P2

)

0 ≤ R2 ≤ 1
2 log2 (1 + (1 − α)P2)

In particular, the maximal rate R2 (or capacity) at which a cognitive user may
transmit such that the primary user’s rate R1 remains as in the interference-
free regime (R1 = 1

2 log2 (1 + P1/N)) is given by

R1 = 1
2 log2

(

1 + P1

N

)

R2 = 1
2 log2 (1 + (1 − a∗)P2) .

as long as a21 < 1,and a∗ is

a∗ =





√
P1

(

√

1 + a2
21P2(1 + P1) − 1

)

a21

√
P2(1 + P1)





1

2

.

Both these results are obtained using a Gaussian encoder at both the pri-
mary and cognitive transmitters. For more precise definitions of achievability
in this channel, we refer to [31]. We paraphrase their achievability results
here. The primary user generates its 2nR1 codewords, Xn

1 (block length n),
by drawing the coordinates i.i.d. according to N (0, P1), where we recall P1

is the expected noise power constraint. Then, since the cognitive radio knows
the message the primary user, it can form the primary user’s encoding Xn

1 ,
and performs superposition coding as:

Xn
2 = X̂n

2 +

√

αP2

P1
Xn

1 ,
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where α ∈ [0, 1]. The codeword X̂n
2 encodes one of the 2nR2 messages, and

is generated by performing Costa precoding [6] (dirty-paper coding). Costa
showed that to optimize the rate achieved by this dirty-paper coding, one se-
lects X̂n

2 statistically independently from Xn
1 , and thus i.i.d. Gaussian. Encod-

ing is done using a standard information theoretic binning technique, which
treats the message Xn

1 as non-causally known interference. In order to satisfy
the average power constraint of P2 on the components of Xn

2 , X̂n
2 must be

N (0, (1 − α)P2). A converse, resulting in the capacity region of the cognitive
radio channel under weak interference, is given in [31] and is based on the
conditional entropy power inequality, and results from [44].

Whereas the paper [31] considers only the Gaussian IC-DMS with specific
co-existence conditions, the work [47] considers the discrete memoryless IC-
DMS (not necessarily Gaussian), and looks at the Gaussian IC-DMS as a
special case. The authors in this work are motivated by a sensor network in
which one sensor has better sensing capabilities than another. The one with
the better channel is thus able to detect two sensed events, while another is
only able to detect one. This problem then reduces to the interference channel
with degraded message sets (where the message of one user is a subset of the
other user’s message). The authors define three types of weak interference
(as opposed to the very strong and strong interference typically seen in the
interference channel literature [5]), an achievable rate region, outer bounds,
and conditions under which these outer bounds are tight. They then look at
a Gaussian noise example in which their region is tight, and for which the
result is as described in the capacity region of [31]. We summarize some of
their main results in the single following theorem. It provides an inner and an
outer bound on the IC-DMS, which turns out to be the capacity region for
the types of interference specified.

Theorem 3. Inner bound: Let Rin be the set of all rate pairs (R1, R2)
(same as in the cognitive radio channel) such that

R1 ≤ I(V, X1; Y1)

R2 ≤ I(U ; Y2) − I(U ; V, X1)

for the probability distribution p(x1, x2, u, v, y1, y2) that factors as

p(v, x1)p(u|v, x1)p(x1|u)p(y1, y2|x1, x2).

Then Rin is an achievable rate region for the IC-DMS where transmitter S2

knows both messages and transmitter S1 only knows one.
Outer bound: Define Ro to be the set of all rate pairs (R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤ I(V, X1; Y1)

R2 ≤ I(X1; Y2|X1)

R1 + R2 ≤ I(V, X1; Y1) + I(X2; Y2|V, X1),
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for the probability distribution p(x1, x2, v, y1, y2) that factors as

p(v, x1)p(x2|v)p(y1, y2|x1, x2).

Then Ro is an outer bound for the capacity of the IC-DMS.
Capacity conditions: If there exists a probability transition matrix q1(y2|x2, y1)
such that

p(y2|x1, x2) =
∑

y1

p(y1|x1, x2)q1(y2|x2, y1),

or if there exists a probability transition matrix q2(y1|x1, y2) such that

p(y1|x1, x2) =
∑

y2

p(y2|x1, x2)q2(y1|x1, y2),

then the set of all rate pairs (R1, R2) such that

R1 ≤ I(V, X1; Y1) (11)

R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|V, X1) (12)

for the probability distribution p(x1, x2, y1, y2) that factors as

p(v, x1)p(x2|v)p(y1, y2|x1, x2),

is the capacity region of the IC-DMS.

Since the channel of [47] is the same as the cognitive radio channel [14, 12],
direct comparisons between their resepective bounds may be made. Whereas
the outer bounds are equivalent, due to the fact that the inner bounds for the
discrete memoryless channel involve non-trivial unions over all distributions
of a certain form, it is unclear a priori which region will be larger. However,
the authors demonstrate that all Gaussian weak interference channels satisfy
the capacity conditions of the theorem, and thus the region of (11)-(12) is the
capacity region. This capacity region in the Gaussian noise case is shown to be
explicitly equal to that of [31], and, numerically, to that of of [12], specialized
to the Gaussian noise case.

Finally, the work [27] considers again the cognitive radio channel, referred
to as the interference channel with unidirectional cooperation. There, one set
of conditions for which the capacity region of the channel coincides with that
of the channel in which both messages are required at both receivers is derived.
Notice that in the cognitive radio channel this added condition, of being able
to decode both messages at both receivers, is not assumed. This is related to
the work [26] on the compound multiple access channel with common informa-
tion, in which the capacity region for another set of strong interference-type
conditions is computed. Notice that whereas [47] considers weak interference
conditions, [27] considers strong interference conditions. Their results on the
cognitive radio channel capacity read as follows:
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Theorem 4. For an interference channel with unidirectional cooperation sat-
isfying

I(X2; Y2|X1) ≤ I(X2; Y1|X1)

I(X1, X2; Y1) ≤ I(X1, X2; Y2)

for all joint distributions on X1 and X2, the capacity region C is given by

C =
⋃

{(R1, R2) :

R2 ≤ I(X2; Y2|X1)

R1 + R2 ≤ I(X1, X2; Y1)} ,

where the union is over joint distributions p(x1, x2, y1, y2).

2.4 Cognitive Radio Channel Conclusions

As we have seen, various authors have studied the fundamental information
theoretic limits of cognitive behavior, albeit sometimes under different names,
with the common idea of partial asymmetric side information at one trans-
mitter. In addition, in Gaussian noise, it can be seen that cognitive behavior
allows for a secondary user to transmit at a non-zero rate while the primary
user remains unaffected. Alternatively, tradeoffs between the primary and
secondary users’ rates can also be analyzed. The capacity regions are known
under certain conditions, but as is the case for the interference channel, the ca-
pacity region of the most general discrete memoryless cognitive radio channel
remains an open problem.

3 The Multiplexing Gain of Cognitive Radio Channels

The previous section showed that when two interfering point-to-point links
act in a cognitive fashion, or employ asymmetric non-causal side information,
interference may be at least partially mitigated, allowing for higher spectral
efficiency. That is, it is possible for the cognitive user to communicate at a
non-zero rate while the primary user suffers no loss in rate. Thus, at medium
SNR levels, there is an advantage to cognitive transmission. One immediate
question that arises is how cognitive transmission performs in the high SNR
regime. The multiplexing gain is defined as the limit of the ratio of the maximal
achieved rate to the log(SNR) as the SNR tends to infinity. That is,

multiplexing gain = lim
max SNR→∞

R(SNR)

log(SNR)
.

The multiplexing gain of various multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
systems has been extensively studied in the literature [30]. For the single user
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point-to-point MIMO channel with MT transmit and NR receive antennas,
the maximum multiplexing gain is known to be min(MT , NR) [?, 42]. For
the two user MIMO multiple access channel with NR receive antennas and
MT1

, MT2
transmit antennas at the two transmitters, the maximal multiplex-

ing gain is min(MT1
+ MT2

, NR). For its counterpart, the two user MIMO
broadcast channel with MT transmit antennas and NR1

, NR2
receive anten-

nas at the two transmitters respectively, the maximum multiplexing gain is
min(MT , NR1

+NR2
). These results, as outlined in [30] demonstrate that when

joint signal processing is available at either the transmit or receive sides (as
is the case in the MAC and BC channels), then the multiplexing gain is sig-
nificant. However, when joint processing is neither possible at the transmit
nor receive side, as is the case for the interference channel, then the multi-
plexing gain is severely limited. Results for the maximal multiplexing gain
when cooperation is permitted at the transmitter or receiver side through
noisy communication channels can be found in [25, 24]. In the cognitive radio
channel, a form of partial joint processing is possible at the transmitter. It is
thus unclear whether this channel will behave more like the cooperative MAC
and BC channels, or whether it will suffer from interference at high SNR as
in the interference channel. We thus outline results on the multiplexing gain
in this scenario, under additive white Gaussian noise [16].

We expect the multiplexing gain (which intuitively corresponds to the
number of information streams one can push through a channel) to lie some-
where between 1 and 2, as we have two independent messages, and single
antennas at all nodes. One can show that the sum-rate of the Gaussian cogni-
tive radio channel, with two independent messages S1 → R1 and S2 → R2, as
shown in Fig.1.4(a) scales at best like log P (not 2 logP ). In other words, al-
though partial side information may help the interference channel in a medium
SNR-regime [14, 31], at high SNR, one cannot improve the scaling law of the
sum-rate.

Theorem 5. Consider a Gaussian interference channel defined in (9), (10),
and where additionally S2 has non-causal knowledge of the message of S1.
Then the sum-rate capacity of this channel satisfies

lim
P→∞

max(R1,R2)∈C R1 + R2

log P
= 1, (13)

where Ri corresponds to the rates from the i-th source to the i-th receiver,
P is the expected transmit power constraint at each transmitter and C is the
capacity region of the channel.

Proof. The a21 ≤ 1 condition ensures that we are operating in the weak in-
terference regime. Consider the capacity region denoted by C claimed in eqns.
(24) and (25) of [31]. Notice that a21 ≤ 1 corresponds to a ≤ 1, P1 = Pp,
P2 = Pc, and R1 = Rp, R2 = Rc in the notation of [31]. If Pp = Pc = P , then
it follows that
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lim
P→∞

max(R1,R2)∈C R1 + R2

log P
(14)

= lim
P→∞

maxα
1
2

log
““

1 + (
√

P+a
√

αP )2

1+a2(1−α)P

”

· (1 + (1 − α)P )
”

log P
(15)

= 1 (16)

For the case when a21 > 1 the sum-rate again scales like log(P ), which
can be seen by using Theorem 2.

4 The X-Channel with Asymmetric Side Information

Section 2 showed that when two non-overlapping single sender, single receiver
channels act in a cognitive fashion, or employ asymmetric non-causal side in-
formation, interference may be at least partially mitigated, allowing for higher
spectral efficiency. In this scenario, the two senders and the two receivers were
independent. However, at high SNR, the multiplexing gain was limited to 1.
This is in fact equal to that of a channel with no cognition. We ask ourselves if
there are other cognitive channels in which partial asymmetric message knowl-
edge does provide a multiplexing gain greater than 1. The answer, as we will
see in the next section, is yes. The channel for which the multiplexing gain
using partial asymmetric side information is the cognitive X-channel, which
we define next. This channel is equivalent to the cognitive version of the X-
channel, defined in [30, 36], where the degrees of freedom, or multiplexing
gain, is considered in the multiple antenna, non cognitive case. We will ulti-
mately be interested in the multiplexing gain for Gaussian noise channels, and
so introduce the Gaussian cognitive radio channel, and the Gaussian cognitive
X-channel.

Repeating for clarity, in the cognitive radio channel, defined in Section 2.1
and shown in Fig. 1.4(a), there are two messages, one from (S1 → R1), and
the other from (S2 → R2). There is no cross-over information from (S1 → R2)
or (S2 → R1). Here S2 knows the message X1, as seen by the directed double
arrow in Fig. 1.4(a). The multiplexing gain of this channel is 1. Consider now
the same 2 sender, 2 receiver Gaussian noise channel as Fig. 1.4(a) except
that here we do have cross-over information. That is, each sender has an
independent message destined to each receiver, for a total of four messages, as
shown in Fig. 1.4(b). S1 wishes to send message s11 ∈ {1, 2, · · ·2nR11}, encoded
as A1 ∈ A1 to R1 (at rate R11) and s12 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2nR12}, encoded as A2 ∈
A2 to R2 (at rate R12) in n channel uses. Similarly, S2 wishes to send message
s21 ∈ {1, 2, · · ·2nR21}, encoded as B1 ∈ B1 to R1 (at rate R21) and s22 ∈
{1, 2, · · · , 2nR22} encoded as B2 ∈ B2 to R2 (at rate R22) in n channel uses.
The double arrow from X1 to X2 denotes partial side information, specifically,
that the encoding A1 is known fully, non-causally (or a-priori) to the second
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Fig. 1.4. Both channels are additive Gaussian noise interference channels with
cross-over parameters α12, α21, transmitted encodings X1, X2 with expected trans-
mit power limitations P1 and P2, and received signals Y1 and Y2. (a) Cognition in the
interference channel: there are two information streams (X1 → Y1) and (X2 → Y2),
and X1 is the asymmetric side information known at X2. (b) Cognition in the X-
channel: there are four message streams (A1 → Y1), (A2 → Y2), (B1 → Y1) and
(B2 → Y2). A1 is the partial and asymmetric message knowledge at X2.

transmitter. Notice also that only one of S1’s messages is known to S2, that
is, only partial knowledge is used in the following. We could alternatively
have allowed A2 to be known at the second transmitter. This would lead to
analogous results when indices are permuted. The channel is still an additive
Gaussian noise channel with independent noise at the receivers, so the received
signals are:

Y1 = A1 + A2 + a21(B1 + B2) + N1 (17)

Y2 = a12(A1 + A2) + (B1 + B2) + N2. (18)

Standard definitions of achievable rates and regions are employed [8, 13]
or chapters 8 and 14 of [8]. Although our achievable rate region will be de-
fined for finite alphabet sets, in order to determine an achievable region for
the Gaussian noise channel, specific forms of the random variables described
in Theorem 6 are assumed. As in [6, 19, 23], Theorem 6 can readily be ex-
tended to memoryless channels with discrete time and continuous alphabets
by finely quantizing the input, output, and interference variables (Gaussian
in this case).

We now outline an achievable region for this Gaussian noise channel. The
capacity region of the Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel [44] is achieved
by Costa’s dirty-paper coding techniques [6]. In the X-channel, at S1, the
encodings A1 and A2 may be jointly generated, for example using a dirty-
paper like coding scheme. That is, one message may treat the other as non-
causally known interference and code so as to mitigate it. At S2, not only may
the encodings B1 and B2 be jointly designed, but they may additionally use
A1 as a-priori known interference. Thus, transmitter 2 could encode B2 so as
to potentially mitigate the interference Y2 will experience from A1 as well as
B1.
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We demonstrate an achievable region for the discrete, finite alphabet case
in Theorem 6 and look at the achieved rate scalings in the Gaussian noise
case, assuming specific forms for all involved variables in Theorem 6. Let R11

be the rate from A1 → Y1, R12 from A2 → Y2, R21 from B1 → Y1 and R22

from B2 → Y2.

Theorem 6. Let Z
△
= (Y1,Y2,X1,X2,A1,A2,B1,B2), and let P be the set of

distributions on Z that can be decomposed into the form

p(a1|a2)p(a2)p(b1)p(b2|a1, b1)
p(x1|a1, a2)p(x2|a1, b1, b2)
p(y1|x1, x2)p(y2|x1, x2),

(19)

where we additionally require p(a2, b2) = p(a2)p(b2). For any Z ∈ P, let S(Z)
be the set of all tuples (R11, R12, R21, R22) of non-negative real numbers such
that:

R11 ≤ I(A1; Y1|B1) − I(A1; A2)
R21 ≤ I(B1; Y1|A1)

R11 + R21 ≤ I(A1, B1; Y1) − I(A1; A2)

9

=

;

MAC
(A1, B1)
ցւ
Y1

R12 ≤ I(A2; Y2|B2)
R22 ≤ I(B2; Y2|A2) − I(B2; A1, B1)

R12 + R22 ≤ I(A2, B2; Y2) − I(B2; A1, B1)

9

=

;

MAC
(A2, B2)
ցւ
Y2

Let S be the closure of ∪Z∈PS(Z). Then any element of S is achievable.

Proof. The codebook generation, encoding, decoding schemes and formal
probability of error analysis are deferred to the manuscript in preparation
[16]. Heuristically, notice that the channel from (A1, B1) → Y1 is a multiple
access channel with encoders that are possibly correlated [7, 45] and employ
dirty paper coding [21, 6]. However, by (19) we see that A1 and B1 are in
fact independent, and thus the regular MAC equations hold. A1 does use a
binning scheme with respect to A2, but this does not alter the (A1, B1) → Y1

MAC equations other than reduce the rate R11 by I(A1; A2) (like in Gel’fand-
Pinsker [21] coding). Similarly, for the MAC (A2, B2) → Y2 the encodings A2

and B2 are independent (this is true in particular in the Gaussian case of
interest in the next subsection, and so we simplify our theorem by ensuring
the condition p(a2, b2) = p(a2)p(b2)) so that the regular MAC equations also
hold here. Again, there is a penalty of I(B2; A1, B1) for the rate R22 incurred
in order to guarantee finding an n-sequence b2 in the desired bin that is jointly
typical with any given a1, b1 pair.
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5 Multiplexing Gains in Overlapping Cognitive

Broadcast Channels

The multiplexing gain of the Gaussian cognitive radio channel was shown
to be 1. We now proceed to examine the multiplexing gain of the cognitive
Gaussian X-channel. We wish to see how the achievable rate tuple varies as a
function of the transmit powers, or equivalently, of the SNRs when the white
Gaussian noise variance is held fixed. To do so, the achievable rate region is
evaluated in the proof of the following corollary, which emphasizes that the
sum-rate of two the X-channel with partial non-causal side information has a
multiplexing gain of 2.

Corollary 1. Consider the Gaussian X-channel with asymmetric side infor-
mation described in Theorem 6. Then

lim
P→∞

max(R11,R12,R21,R22)∈COBC
R11 + R12 + R21 + R22

log P
= 2, (20)

where COBC is the capacity region of the cognitive X-channel.

Proof. First, note that the multiplexing gain of a single sender, 2 receiver
broadcast channel is 2, and as this channel’s capacity region provides an upper
bound to our channel’s region, we cannot have a multiplexing gain larger than
2. We will in fact prove that 2 is achievable using the scheme of Theorem 6.
To prove this result, we specify forms for the variables, and then optimize the
dirty paper coding parameters, similar to Costa’s technique [6]. The Gaussian
distributions we assume on all variables are of the form

A1 = U1 + γ1U2 U1 ∼ N (0, P11)
A2 = U2, U2 ∼ N (0, P12)
B1 = V1, V1 ∼ N (0, P21)
B2 = V2 + γ2(V1 + a12U1) V2 ∼ N (0, P22)

X1 = U1 + U2 ∼ N (0, P1) P1 = P11 + P12

X2 = V1 + V2 ∼ N (0, P2) P2 = P21 + P22

Y1 = U1 + U2 + a21(V1 + V2) + N1 N1 ∼ N (0, N1)
Y2 = a12(U1 + U2) + (V1 + V2) + N2 N2 ∼ N (0, N2).

Here the variables U1, U2, V1, V2 are all independent, encoding the four
messages to be transmitted. Notice that here p(a1, b1) = p(a1)p(b1) and
p(a2, b2) = p(a2)p(b2) as needed in Theorem 6. The sum rates R1 = R11 +R21

and R2 = R12 + R22 to each receiver can be calculated separately. Each can
be maximized with respect to the relevant dirty-paper coding parameter (γ1

for S1, and γ2 for S2). The bounds of Theorem 6 may be evaluated by com-
bining the appropriate determinants of sub-matrices of the overall covariance

matrix E[ΘΘT ] where Θ
△
= (A1, B1, A2, B2, Y1, Y2). The details may be found

in [16]. The main idea is that when the dirty paper coding parameters are
properly chosen, and when we let the powers P11 = P12 = P21 = P scale like
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P → ∞ while keeping P22 fixed, then the multiplexing gain of 2 is achieved.
Keeping P22 fixed is crucial for achieving the log P scaling in R1. Intuitively,
this is because of asymmetric message knowledge; the interference the second
cognitive transmitter causes the first is not mitigated. Keeping P22 constant
still allows the second transmitter to dirty paper code, or mitigate the inter-
ference caused by A1 and B1 to the second receiver’s signal Y2, while causing
asymptotically (as P11, P12, P21 → ∞) negligible interference to Y1. This is
a remarkable fact: only partial side information is needed to attain the full
multiplexing gain of a broadcast channel with a two antenna transmitter.

6 Collaborative Communications

We now consider another example of cognitive behavior where rather than
having two independent messages to be transmitted, there is only one mes-
sage to be sent from a given source to a given destination, possibly with the
help of a relay. This relay help can be considered as asymmetric transmitter
cooperation, or cognitive behavior. We first survey some relay channel results
before moving onto the case considered in [38], which has removed many of
the classical, and somewhat unrealistic constraints,

6.1 The relay channel

The relay channel, which in its simplest and most classical form is a three-
terminal channel with one source, one relay (without its own information to
transmit) and one destination, is another example of cognitive behavior. Relay
channels were introduced by van der Meulen [43], and various variations of
the problem were later studied by others [1], [9]. The current state of the art
is well summarized in [33].

The classical relay channel is shown in Fig.1.5. It consists of a source, with
information, a relay, with no independent information of its own, and desti-
nation. Here, as in the cognitive radio channel, full channel-state information
is assumed at all terminals. The paper [9] introduced two fundamental coding
schemes for the relay channel often called Decode-and-Forward (DF, Theo-
rem 1) and Compress-and-Forward (CF, Theorem 6). This formulation may
be extended to multiple relays, as done in [1], [22] and improved in [49], [48].
We defer to the very informative and insightful [33] for further information
on relay channels.

Three major issues are ignored in the classical relay channel framework:
the half-duplex constraint of most practical wireless systems, the compound
nature, and the non-degraded nature of most wireless channels. To elaborate,

1. The first constraint often ignored in the classical relay-channel frame-
work is the duplex constraint. Most of the results on relay channel assume
full-duplex relays, that is, relays which may receive and transmit simul-
taneously. In realistic wireless channel, this assumption begins to break
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Fig. 1.5. The classical relay channel has a source, with information, a relay, with no
information, and a destination. The relay aids the source in transmitting its message
to the destination.

down, since the intensity of the near-field of the transmitted signal is
much higher than that of the far field of the received signal. In essence, a
full-duplex relay would, in practice, interfere with itself. Cognitive relay
schemes which operate under a half-duplex constraint, that is, where a
node cannot simultaneously transmit and receive data, must be consid-
ered.
Although the capacity of a half duplex relay channel has yet to be found,
there has been a large body of work to understand optimal schemes in
the asymptotic regimes of low and high signal to noise ratio (SNR) in
slowly fading wireless channels [20, 4, 3, 2]. In large SNR, the outage
capacity of such a channel has been analyzed in [4, 34]. Interestingly, it
is proved that for small multiplexing gains, the diversity gain achieved by
the relay channel matches the maximum diversity gain achieved by max-
flow min-cut bound in Rayleigh fading channels [4]. In other words, for
small multiplexing gains r, i.e., r ≤ 1

2 , the relay channel can provide the
same diversity gain as that of a system with two transmit antennas and
a receiver with a single antenna. This result is achieved by a variation of
decode and forward (DF) scheme in which the relay starts forwarding the
message as soon as it can decode the message.
As for the low SNR regime, it has been recently shown that the decode
and forward scheme is strictly suboptimal in terms of outage capacity
[3]. It is further proved that a bursty variant of the Amplify and Foward
cooperation scheme in which the source broadcasts with a larger power P

α

for a short fraction α of the transmission time and then remains silent for
the rest of the time [20, 3], is outage optimal for Rayleigh fading channels.
Intuitively, sending bursty signals with high power significantly improves
the quality of the received signal at the relay. This scheme turns out to be
optimal not only for Rayleigh fading channels, but also for a wide class
of channel distributions, namely the distributions that are analytic in the
neighborhood of zero [2].

2. The second assumption often made in the context of wireless communica-
tions is the quasi-static fading model. That is, traditionally many authors
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assume that the fading coefficients remain fixed for the entire duration
of the transmission frame. In an information theoretic framework, where
block lengths tend to infinity, all realizations of a channel are thus not
experienced in a frame, and ergodic capacity results seem limited in their
applicability. This, in addition to the fact that the channel state is often
not known to the transmitters but only to receivers motivates the study
of more realistic compound channels [46, 10].

3. Finally, while the degraded relay channel has been completely solved [9,
39], in wireless systems most noise is due to thermal noise in the receiver
frontend. While it may be reasonable to assume that the relay has a better
signal to noise ratio (SNR) than the ultimate receiver, it is unrealistic to
assume that the receiver is a degraded version of the relay.

These three drawbacks of traditional approaches to the relay channel mo-
tivate the study of non-degraded compound relay channels which satisfy the
half-duplex constraint. In [38] the authors investigate a bandwidth efficient
decode and forward approach that does not employ predetermined phase du-
rations or orthogonal sub-channels to resolve the half-duplex constraint: each
relay determines based on its own receive channel when to listen and when to
transmit. Furthermore, the transmitters are not aware of the channel and no
assumption of degradedness are made: the noise at the relays is independent
of that at the destination. Also, as opposed to previous relay and collaborative
literature, the results still hold under a bounded asynchronous model. Finally,
in the case of multiple relays assisting the source, their approach permits one
relay to assist another in receiving the message, a feature not present in much
of the early work on communications over compound channels. However, more
recent work along this line may be found in [32, 4].

6.2 Collaborative Communications

We now present a brief summary of this important and alternate view of the
compound relay channel [38], which is a prime example of cognitive behav-
ior in a network where the cognitive nodes do not have information of their
own to send. The authors of [38] use the term collaborative communications
to describe their category of work. This falls into the category of cognitive
behavior in the setting considered here.

Spatial diversity is the term often used to capture the potential gain (re-
liability in this case) of independent paths between sources and destinations
which result from spatial separation of nodes or antennas. Of primary interest
then is to determine if one can achieve the genie bound on diversity: the di-
versity gain that would be achieved if all the transmit antennas of the source
and relay nodes were in fact connected to a single node (in [35, 34] this is
referred to as the transmit diversity bound). For example, consider the three
transmit collaborators and one receiver node scenario (each equipped with a
single antenna) as illustrated in Fig.1.6. If all the collaborators were aware
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Fig. 1.7. The collaborative communications problem for two transmit collaborators
and one receiver.

of the message a priori, one could in principle achieve the ideal performance
of a 3 × 1 space-time system between the transmit cluster and the receiver
node. However, only the source node in the transmit cluster is aware of the
message a priori. The other two nodes in the cluster must serve as relays and
are not aware of the message a priori. There will be a loss in performance (as
measured by the probability of outage) compared to the idealized 3×1 space-
time system. In particular, the authors in [38] are interested in determining
sufficient conditions on the geometry and signal path loss of the transmitting
cluster for which performance close to the genie bound can be guaranteed.

To determine an upperbound on this loss, the authors [38] derive a novel
approach to the compound relay channel. This approach is best summarized
as follows. In a traditional compound channel, a set of possible channel realiza-
tions are given and one seeks to prove the existence of a code (with maximal
rate) which is simultaneously good on all channel realizations. In [38], the
problem is framed in the opposite direction. They fix a rate and ask how large
the set of compound channels can be made while guaranteeing that the code
is still good.

Consider three nodes denoted as source (s), relay (r) and destination (d)
as illustrated in Fig.1.7 and each equipped with Ns, Nr and Nd antennas
respectively (the results readily generalize to multiple relay nodes).
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It is assumed that while listening to the channel, the relay may not trans-
mit, satisfying the half-duplex constraint. Hence, the communications protocol
proposed is as follows. The source node wishes to transmit one of 2nR mes-
sages to the destination employing n channel uses. While not transmitting,
the relay node listens. Due to the relay node’s proximity to the source, after
n1 samples from the channel (a number which the relay determines on its
own and for which the source has no knowledge), it may correctly decode the
message. After decoding the message, it then proceeds to transmit for the
remaining n − n1 transmissions in an effort to improve the reception of the
message at the destination. The destination is assumed to be made aware of
n1 before attempting to decode the message. This may be achieved by an
explicit low-rate transmission from the relay to the destination. Alternatively,
if the value of n1 is constrained to some integer multiple of a fundamental
period n0 (say n0 ∼ √

n), then the destination may estimate n1 accurately
using power detection methods. Denote the first phase of the n1 transmissions
as the listening phase and the last n − n1 transmissions as the collaboration
phase.

All channels are modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with
quasi-static fading. In particular, X and U are column vectors representing
the transmission from the source and relay nodes respectively and denote by
Y and Z the received messages at the relay and destination respectively. Then
during the listening phase,

Z = HsX + NZ (21)

Y = HrX + NY , (22)

where the NZ and NY are column vectors of statistically independent complex
AWGN with variance 1/2 per row per dimension, Hs is the the fading matrix
between the source and destination nodes and likewise, Hr is the fading matrix
between the source and relay nodes. During the collaboration phase,

Z = Hc[X
T , UT ]T + NZ , (23)

where Hc is a channel matrix that contains Hs as a submatrix (see Fig.1.7).
It is further assumed that the source has no knowledge of the Hr and Hc

matrices (and hence the Hs matrix too). Similarly, the relay has no knowledge
of Hc but is assumed to know Hr. Finally, the destination knows Hc.

Without loss of generality, we will assume that all transmit antennas have
unit average power during their respective transmission phases. Likewise, the
receive antennas have unit power Gaussian noise. If this is not the case, the
respective H matrices may be appropriately scaled row-wise and column-wise.

Under the above unit transmit power per transmit antenna and unit noise
power per receive antenna constraint, it is well known that a Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) system with Gaussian codebook and with rate R
bits/channel use can reliably communicate over any channel with transfer
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matrix H such that R < log2 det(I +HH†)
△
= C(H) 5[42, ?], where I denotes

the identity matrix and H† is the conjugate transpose of H .
Intuition for the above problem then suggests the following. During the

listening phase, the relay knowing Hr listens for an amount of time n1 such
that nR < n1C(Hr). During this time, the relay receives at least nR bits
of information and may reliably decode the message. The destination, on
the other hand, receives information at the rate of C(Hs) bits/channel use
during the listening phase and at the rate of C(Hc) bits/channel use during
the collaborative phase. It may reliably decode the message provided that
nR < n1C(Hs) + (n − n1)C(Hc). In the limit as n → ∞, the ratio n1/n
approaches a fraction f and one may conjecture that there exists a “good”
code of rate R for the set of channels (Hr, Hc) which satisfy

R ≤ fC(Hs) + (1 − f)C(Hc) (24)

R ≤ fC(Hr), (25)

for some f ∈ [0, 1]. Note that if the channel between the source and the
relay is particularly poor, one may fall back on the traditional point-to-point
communications paradigm and add the following region to that given in (24)
– (25)

R ≤ C(Hs). (26)

The above intuition is not a proof of achievability but it does provide an
upper bound on the performance of the protocol. The essential difficulty in
proving that there exists a code which is “good” for any such pair of channels
(Hr, Hc) is two-fold. The problem considered is a relay channel which is also
a compound channel: the authors seek to prove the existence of a code which
performs well over an entire set of channels (unknown to the transmitters).
The key will be to show the existence of a code that may essentially be refined.
Regardless of the actual value of n1, there exists a codebook for the source
which, starting at time n1 + 1, may be layered with the transmission of the
relay and perform just as well as if the value of n1 had been known to the
source. For a formal statement and proof of these results, we defer to [38].

The authors simulated the outage probability of their scheme under a
quasi-static Rayleigh fading assumption. These numerical and simulation re-
sults showed that if the intra-cluster communication has a 10 dB path loss
advantage over the receiver at the destination node, in most cases there is es-
sentially no penalty for the intra-cluster communication. Physically, in a two
collaborator scenario, this corresponds to a transmit cluster whose radius is
1/3 the distance between the source and destination nodes. By comparison,
for a time-division scheme (first the source sends to the relay for a half of

5 Here, C(H) does not, in general, designate the capacity of each link as is witnessed
by the fact that only for a special subset of matrices is capacity achieved by placing
an equal transmit power on each antenna.
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the time rather than the adjustable fraction f allowed by the authors, then
the relay and source send to the destination for the remaining half) with a
5 dB geometric penalty, the allowable cluster size is at most 0.178 times the
distance between the source and the destination. This work demonstrates the
power of this flexible technique with more realistic assumptions on the wireless
channel.

7 Interference avoiding cognitive behavior

Up to now the schemes for channels employing cognitive radios have either
involved simultaneous transmission, over the same time and frequency, of the
primary and secondary users’ data (using an interference-mitigating tech-
nique), or have not caused any interference at all (collaborative communi-
cations). The primary user’s message was used as side-information at the
secondary transmitter in order to mitigate interference effects. Another way
cognitive radios may improve spectral efficiency is by sensing and filling in
spectral gaps. This can be seen as interference-avoiding cognitive behavior.
Suppose the wireless spectrum is populated by some primary users, transmit-
ting on any number of bands. At any point in time, a number of frequency
bands will be occupied by primary users, leaving the remainder unoccupied.
If a cognitive radio can sense these spectral nulls, it can opportunistically
transmit during these times at these frequencies. The work in [28] and [41]
addresses issues involved in the opportunistic sensing of and communication
over spectral holes. We outline some of these results next.

The authors in [28, 41] are interested in deriving capacity inner and outer
bounds for a cognitive transmitter-receiver pair acting as secondary users in
a network of primary users. The capacity is limited by the distributed and
dynamic nature [28] of the spectral activity which these cognitive radios wish
to exploit. To illustrate these points, consider a cognitive transmitter (T) and
receiver (R) pair denoted by the grey circles in Fig.1.8. Each of these is able
to sense transmissions within a certain circular radius around themselves,
denoted by the dotted circles. Thus, each transmitter and each receiver has a
different local view of the spectrum utilization. The white circles indicate the
primary users (PU), which may or may not be transmitting at a particular
point in time. The authors use the term distributed to denote the different
views of local spectral activity at the cognitive transmitter T and receiver R.
In addition to the spectrum availability being location-dependent, it will also
vary with time, depending on the data that must be sent at different moments.
The authors use the term dynamic to indicate the temporal variation of the
spectral activity of the primary users.

Communication by the cognitive transmitter-receiver pair takes place as
follows. The transmitter senses the channel and detects the presence of pri-
mary users. If primary users are detected, the secondary user refrains from
transmission. If not, the cognitive user may opportunistically transmit to the
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Fig. 1.8. The grey cognitive transmitter (T) receiver (R) pair each have a radius in
which they can sense the transmissions of primary users (PU). This leads to different
views of local spectral activity, or a distrbiuted view on the spectral activity. The
PU may change their transmissions over time, leading to dynamic spectral activity.

receiver. The cognitive receiver may similarly sense the presence of primary
users. If none are present, it may opportunistically receive from the secondary
transmitter. If primary users are present, in a simplified model, these will cause
interference at the receiver, thus making the reception of a cognitive trans-
mission impossible. Cognitive transmission may thus take place when both
the cognitive transmitter and the cognitive receiver sense a spectral hole. The
communication opportunities detected at the transmitter T and the receiver
R are in general correlated but not identical. The authors in [28] wish to
quantify the effect of this distributed nature of the spectral environment. To
do so they model the channel as a switched channel, shown in Fig.1.9. The
input X is related to the output Y (all of the cognitive link) as

Y = (XST + N)SR, (27)

where N is the additive white Gaussian noise, and ST , SR ∈ {0, 1} are binary
random variables modeled as switches that represent communication oppor-
tunities sensed at the transmitter and the receiver respectively. An ST or SR

value of 0 indicates that communication is not possible at that end of the cog-
nitive link. The authors proceed to model and analyze this switched model
using causal and non-causal side information tools [29]. The capacity of the
channel depends on whether the transmitter, the receiver, or both, know the
states of the switches ST and SR. Knowing whether the switch is open at the
transmitter allows it to transmit or remain idle. This side information allows
the secondary link to transmit more efficiently. Intuitively, if the transmitter
lacks this side information (on whether the channel is unoccupied or not),
power will be lost in failed transmissions, which are caused by collisions with
primary user messages. Similarly, power will also be more efficiently used if
the transmitter is aware of the receiver’s switch state SR, as it will refrain
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from transmission if SR = 0. However, the distributed nature of the channel
will cause a loss in the capacity of such systems, as analyzed in [28]. The
effect of the dynamic, or temporal variation in the spectral activity is also
considered.

S T S RX Yc h a n n e l
Fig. 1.9. The two switch channel model representing the distributed and dynamic
nature of the cognitive channel spectral activity. For successful transmission of the
encoded message X to the received message Y in the secondary link S → T , both
switches ST and SR must be closed, and have a value of 1 in (27).

In [28], the capacity limits of a secondary cognitive radio link is explored
in terms of how well the spectral holes at the transmitter and the receiver
are matched, that is, as a function of the state switches ST and SR and how
well they are known to the cognitive transmitter and receiver. In the work
[41], a similar switching framework is used to analyze the effect of spectral
hole tracking. That is, once the detection of spectral holes is complete, the
secondary cognitive user selects one of the locally free spectral segments for
opportunistic transmission. The cognitive receiver must also select one of the
locally free spectral segments to monitor in order to detect and decode this
cognitive message. For communication to be successful, the transmitter and
receiver must select the same spectral hole, which must also be empty (of
primary users) at both ends. To coordinate the selection of opportunistic
spectral holes, protocols resulting in transmission overhead could be used.
The purpose of [41] is to determine the cost and benefits, in terms of capacity,
of these overheads to the cognitive user.

Their model is depicted in Fig.1.10 for the case of two spectral channels.
Here, the primary user occupancy on the two channels are modeled as binary
random processes S1

PU , S2
PU ∈ {0, 1}. A value of 0 indicates that a primary

user is transmitting on the channel indicated by the superscript, while a 1 indi-
cates that channel is free for the secondary user. These processes are modeled
as independent identical Markov chains. The cognitive user may be in one
of three states, as indicated by ST ∈ {0, 1, 2}. If ST = 0 then the cognitive
transmitter is idle, if is it 1 or 2, it means the cognitive user is transmitting
on channel 1 or 2 respectively. The cognitive receiver monitors the channel
indicated by SR ∈ {1, 2}. When the cognitive transmitter and receiver states
are matched, that is, ST = SR, then the input and output are related through
the channel model (in [41] this is a Q-ary symmetric channel), and when they
are not matched the cognitive receiver sees random signals. Thus, it is of in-
terest to calculate the channel capacity assuming that the transmitter knows
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only ST and the receiver knows only SR. They can of course exchange this
information, but this would cause a loss in capacity. The goal of [41] is to
evaluate this loss.

Capacity inner and outer bounds of this cognitive tracking channel are
determined and simulated. The inner bounds consist of suggesting particular
spectral hole selection strategies at the transmitter and receiver, and seeing
what fraction of the time these match up (or track each other). Outer bounds
are constructed using a genie that gives the transmitter and receiver various
amounts of side information, which can only improve what can be achieved
in reality. For details, we refer to [41, 40].

X YR S
R S102 0 110 1 2S P U1 S P U2 S P U2

S P U1 S RS T
Fig. 1.10. The tracking model of [41]. Secondary transmitter S wishes to com-
municate with the secondary receiver T on one of two channels. The primary
user occupancy on the two channels are modeled as binary random processes
S1

PU , S2
PU ∈ {0, 1}. The cognitive user may be in one of three states indicated

by ST , and the cognitive receiver may listen to one of the two channel, as indicated
by SR. For successful communication, ST must equal SR (they must be matched).

Conclusion

Due to their ability to adapt to their spectral environment, cognitive radios
allow for much more flexible and potentially more spectrally efficient wire-
less networks. Heterogeneous networks consisting of both cognitive and non-
cognitive devices will soon be a reality. In order to exploit the full capabilities
of cognitive radios, many questions must be addressed. One of the foremost,
from a physical layer, communications perspective, is that of the fundamen-
tal limits of the communication possible over a network when using cognitive
devices. In order to effectively study this question, researchers have looked
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at simplified versions of the problem which capture the essence of the com-
munication characteristics particular to such devices. For example, cognitive
devices allow for asymmetric side information between transmitting nodes. In-
formation theoretic limits of cognitive channels have been studied in, among
others, [13, 12, 14, 27, 31, 47, 41, 28]. In this chapter we summarized some
of the most important results in these works. They all had the property that
the primary and secondary users had independent information to transmit,
and did so by either mitigating the interference using non-causal side informa-
tion at the cognitive transmitter, or by filling in spectral gaps. Alternatively,
when cognitive radios do not have any information of their own to trans-
mit, they can act as relays, a form of asymmetric behavior. As an example,
we outlined the work of [38], where some of the idealistic assumptions of re-
lay channels are removed. The benefits and feasibility of cognitive behavior
are intimately linked to the topology of the network: poor primary to sec-
ondary user wireless links will make the partial asymmetric side information
inherent in cognitive behavior to become very costly to obtain. The value of
side-information in wireless networks, in terms of diversity, multiplexing, or
delays gains, is another fundamental, and not yet fully understood research
problem. In summary, research has thus far looked at simplified scenarios in
which cognitive radios may be used. Even there many open problems remain.
However, the true question that must be answered in order to understand
the limits of communication using cognitive radios, is how their capabilities
may be harnessed in order to optimize some network communication utility
function. We hope that the research outlined in this chapter serves as a first
step to this ultimate goal.
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